Abstract. There is an ongoing debate concerning the distribution of eddy stirring across 2 the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) and the nature of its controlling processes.
Introduction
The Southern Ocean plays a pivotal role in the global 
where ce is a constant metric of the efficiency of the 181 stirring process. We show that, typically, κ is strongly 
197
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces 198 the collection of data sets used in this study. In section 3,
199
we discuss the application of our methodology to the data, 
Data
The work presented here makes use of several observa- waters.
385
The cross-stream isoneutral gradient of θm at each of and Le is enhanced by typically an order of magnitude.
466
We now wish to direct the reader's attention to a feature pected from a kinematic interpretation of the suppression.
571
As in the analysis of Le, we find three unambiguous ex- in the upper part of the SAF in WOCE SR1b (Fig. 5g) ,
575
the PF south of Africa (Fig. 6g) , and the SAF's northern 576 branch in WOCE SR3 (Fig. 8g) . In those sites, high dif- 
The ideas stemming from this body of work find quali- 
where J the Jacobian operator and β = df /dy the con- as the typical length of the resulting tracer filaments,
where Le results in a suppression of the eddy diffusivity,
This expression synthesizes the key result of a character-773 ization of eddy stirring in terms of weakly nonlinear waves.
774
It suggests that the mixing length is proportional to the 
where as Um ≥ c as is the case near strong ocean jets.
798
It is important to note that, despite qualitatively endors- 868 put, the suppression of κ is likely to be underestimated.
887
Indeed, the in situ measurements analyzed in Section 3 888 suggest that the ACC jets are both narrower and faster
889
than estimated from those coarse data sets, which would 890 result in a larger term in the denominator of (8) or (10) 891 and a predicted stronger suppression of κ.
892
In order to more rigorously assess the extent to which an altimetric estimate of EKE (Fig. 2b) were identified as leaky by our analysis of the hydrography.
912
While the lack of mesoscale detail in the map in Figure   913 2c prevents us from categorizing these three jets as being in shaping the stirring properties of a 2-d turbulent fluid.
941
A finding of those investigations is that non-parallel flows
942
host an exponential separation of particle pairs with time,
943
rather than the (asymptotically much slower) linear sep-
944
aration with time that is characteristic of parallel flows.
945
The rapid increase in particle separation is associated with 
where Sn = ∂u/∂x − ∂v/∂y is the normal component of closely upstream of the S1 transect (Fig. 2e ), yet the hy-1099 drographic analysis revels that it is not leaky. This is at becomes leaky (Fig. 5d) . 
Conclusions
The We conjecture that these sparse and localized disrup- 
